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1 Contact NECS

· Please visit our website at necs.com to learn about our other add-on modules, products and
services. 

· If you would like more information about entrée.PEN, the Anoto Digital Pen interface, please
contact NECS Sales by emailing Anoto@necs.com.

· Contact our NECS Sales Department at sales@necs.com for more information. 

· Contact the Tech Support Department at tech@necs.com for assistance.

· For information about current NECS software training classes use this link: necs.com/
training.php

NECS, Inc. 

322 East Main Street, Third Floor 

Branford, CT 06405

Office Hours: Monday - Friday from 8:30AM EST - 5:30PM EST

Toll Free: 800.766.6327 (NECS)   Phone: 475.221.8200   Fax: 203.208.0889

http://necs.com/index.php
http://necs.com/anoto/
mailto:Anoto@necs.com
mailto:sales@necs.com
mailto:tech@necs.com
http://necs.com/training.php
http://necs.com/training.php
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2 Using Dashboards
entrée Version 4 introduces the Dashboards feature that we built from the ground-up and was made possible
by our move to the SQL database platform. Dashboards are the ultimate tool for organizing and analyzing your
business data.

The actual term for our dashboards is called a "Pivot Grid" or "Pivot Table", which is commonly used in
business intelligence software. This tool helps the user recognize data patterns that help to build advanced
data models quickly. With pivot tables, users can define and store sets of categories, then change views by
dragging category names with the mouse. This core functionality provides the model for pivot tables which  we
have embraced in the entrée V4 SQL Dashboards. It provides a highly flexible means for a food distributor to
analyze and grasp trends from the mountains of complex data which is normally lost by simply printing reports.

You will find a Dashboards   or Sales    button integrated into the
Inventory, Customer, Vendor, Salesperson, Brand and Class File Maintenance screens. The main function is to
summarize large amounts of information and represent it in a cross-tabulated form.

For instance, you can analyze sales during specific periods (years, quarterly intervals, months, weeks) for
each customer, item, vendor, salesperson, brand or class, many of the dashboards include "drill down"
features which allow you to see specific information, such as all the line items of a selected invoice.

The dashboards allow you to visualize your data by summarizing into different charting diagram styles
including: pie charts, line charts, bar charts and area charts.

Dashboards have an interactive control, permitting you to easily reorganize and modify the layout using drag-
and-drop. As a result, your business data will be re-summarized according to the new layout of the column and
row fields, so an end-user can easily alter a report to display the information they need in the way they need it.
Your dashboard configurations can be saved and loaded for sharing with other users in your company.

The Dashboards feature includes full reporting capabilities, so you can easily print to paper or export to Excel
or HTML. Advanced data filtering is also provided for more sophisticated users.

The following topics are covered in the rest of this chapter to fully demonstrate the use of dashboards within the
system.

· Dashboard Features

· Inventory Dashboards

· Brand Sales Dashboard

· Class Sales Dashboard

· Customer Dashboards

· Vendor Dashboards

· Salesperson Dashboards

· Summary Dashboards

2.1 Dashboard Features

· Dashboard Menus 
Many dashboards in entrée version 4 have a drop down menu arrow on the Dashboards button to access the
dashboards specifically designed for the Inventory, Customer, Vendor, Salesperson, Brand and Class Files.
These custom menus will be discussed later in this document.
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· Unique Data Icons       

Our dashboard design includes unique icons for each type of data so they can easily be recognized.

· Navigation 
Using left and right arrows provide the
ability to move between different entries
in the dashboard without having to close
the current dashboard.

· Dashboard Pivot Grid Areas
§ Filter Area - Stores the data available for use in the grid. 

§ Column Area - Data here will be in the columns of your chart.  

§ Row Area - Data here will populated the rows of your chart.

§ Data Area - This is the data you selected to analyze and run in your chart.

· Drag, Drop, Sort & Group Data 
 Easily drag and drop data from the Filter Area at the top of the screen into the Row Area to sort by those
fields. Or drag a field into the Column Area or Data Area to analyze those numeric fields to see different data
patterns. 

 In the example below the Row Area contained Invoice Month, Item, Invoice Number. Then
we clicked the “Customer” in the Filter Area and dragged it to the Row Area to add “Customer” as the fourth
grouping level.
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· PivotGrid Data Pre-filter Feature

 Click the Pre-filter button, on the right side of the Prefilter bar area, to access the Filter builder
dialog  (see the following Data Prefilter section). The Filter builder dialog is where you can select a Group
(data) to be pre-filtered with conditions to further restrict the data you analyze in the dashboard. 

Right click on the Group, Condition or Value text box to make a selections from the list. The Group list for
inventory is on the right.

In this Filter builder example the pre-filter of Unit Price is greater than 11 has been created. Click Save As to
save for reuse. You can see the results of this filter on the Inventory Sales dashboard in the following Data
Prefilter section.

 Click to access the Add Condition, Add Group and Remove Row options.
§ Apply: Pre-filters can be applied to a dashboard and not saved but will only be available while you are in

the current dashboard session.

§ Save As: Pre-filters can be saved with a name for future use. You must create a folder on your
computer to store your saved Prefilter during the saving process.

§ Open: Used to locate and open saved filters for the current dashboard.

§ Prefilter Controls: On the left side of the Prefilter bar area is where you can select from the applied
prefilters or click the red X box to remove  the pre-filters completely from the data in the dashboard (see
the following Data Prefilter section).

· PivotGrid Data Prefilter Feature
The Prefilter bar area, outlined in red, is where you create, save and control your prefilters.  

 Clicking the Prefilter button on the right side of the Prefilter bar opens the Filter builder dialog as
described on the previous page.
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 Inventory Sales
The prefilter of “Unit Price greater than 11”, (shown in the previous section), has been applied to the item. The
Data Area Unit Price column and the Column diagram chart below reflect the prefiltered conditions.

 
· Row Controls: Row data hierarchy can be expanded or collapsed using the plus or minus button.

· Sort Controls: The Sort arrow button on the right side of the Filter data and Row data controls sort in

ascending or descending order as desired. 

· Numeric Data: If a data group has an “[N]” following the data name this means it is numeric and follows
those  constraints in the entrée system. Sort results will reflect the same constraints.
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· Multiple Charting Style Options 
Generates a diagram to visualize your
data using any one of eight different
chart styles for the Summary Chart
including: 

§ Area

§ Bar

§ Column

§ Line

§ Pie

§ Stacked Area

§ Stacked Bar

§ Stacked Columns

· Diagram Area Options
The Diagram area not only generates the Summary Chart but for some customer and salesperson
dashboards there are additional menu and grouping options.

Header: Shows the header details for the selected. See the Customer Sales Dashboard in the Customer
Dashboard section of this chapter for an example.

Items: Shows item details for selected
customer, salesperson or invoice
number. See the Customer Payments
Dashboard in the Customer
Dashboard section of this chapter for
an example.

Drag a column header here to group by that column: Drag any field from the columns listed in the
diagram area to the gray drag to bar to group data by that column.
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Click here to show/hide/move
columns:

§ Click the icon to open the
drop down list of columns in
the diagram area. 

§ Check columns to add
them to the column list.

§ Uncheck columns to
remove the column from
display.

§ Drag columns to new
positions in the column list
to rearrange them for your
needs.

· Export / Print Dashboard Reports 
From the File menu you can Export or
Print a hard copy of your dashboard
analysis.
 

Export: Once you have done your
analysis in a dashboard you can export
the data to Excel, Text, HTML or XML
using the File menu. > Export menu
path.

Exporting Reports to Excel
1. Use menu path: File >Export > Excel.

2. The Save As dialog box will open. It will be pointing to your NECS_Shared folder for the 01 company. 

 On the Save As screen is a Hide Folders button when enabled the dialog screen below is

what you will see. You will normally see the Browse Folders screen with all the drives and folders listed on
the left as you have seen many times before.
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3. File Name: Enter a meaningful file name for your report. The system automatically wrote “History Export” in
the file name field when it opened.

To make the file name more meaningful we added “CA”, our Salesperson’s initials, “Tyson”, the brand
selected in the Brand dashboard and Sales.  

4. Save as type: You do not have to make any selection it knows your selection from the main menu.

5. Click Save and in the background the report is exported as an Excel file to the designated folder. 

6. Now use Excel to access the report data. 

 Brand Sales Report 
The report example below was created in the Brand dashboard to show sales figures for “Tyson” brand items
for our salesperson Chris.

· Custom Dashboard Configurations 
 

entrée provides default configurations for all dashboards. You are encouraged to customize dashboard
analysis and save those custom configurations to fit your business needs. 
 

Saving dashboard configurations you have customized will allow you to more quickly access the vital
information to keep on top of activity in your business.

Each dashboard screen has the Configuration option in the menu in the top left side of the screen.
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Managing Dashboard Configurations
Once you have spent the time
to customize a dashboard and
want to save that custom
configuration for reuse click
the Save as New option in the
Configuration menu.  

In the Save Configuration
dialog you will enter a unique
and descriptive Configuration
Name.

Check the box to enable these
options:

§ Set as Default
for current user.

§ Set as Default
for users without
default
configurations.

§ Auto Expand All
Rows.

You have the option to lock the saved configuration so only you will be able to save or delete it.
§ Type a password in the text box for Enter lock password.

Once the first configuration is saved the remainder of the Configuration menu options will display including:
§ Load
§ Edit Current
§ Set Current as Default
§ Lock Current
§ Delete Current
§ Export Current Configuration
§ Export All Configurations
§ Import Configurations 

Here the “Customer Items By
Invoice” configuration was selected
from the Load option in the
Configuration menu. 

To see what this saved configuration does see the Customer Sales By Item configuration example in the
Customer Dashboards section.
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2.2 Inventory Dashboards
To access the Inventory File dashboard first locate the item the Dashboard button (outlined in red below) will
have a drop down menu where you can select the dashboard you would like to open.

entrée version 4 has built into it a database of over 600 brands with their logos and URLs which can be used
to provide further details about items in your inventory via the Brand drop down menu shown here. 

The Inventory Maintenance dashboards
menu has six different dashboards.

§ Sales

§ Purchases

§ Returns

§ Short Ships

§ Compare Sales by Years

§ Backorders

§ Lot History

 Item Short Ships 

 

Inventory Returns
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Inventory Compare Sales by Years

In this dashboard the Sales diff. % column will show you the growth percent in green with an up arrow or the
shrinkage in red with a down arrow so you can quickly see the sales comparisons. 
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Inventory Sales

Inventory Purchases
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2.3 Brand Dashboard
To access the Brand Sales dashboard first locate the item and click the Dashboard button. Brand only has
a Sales dashboard. As you can see in the Brand Maintenance screen on the right the brand URL and brand
logo are a part of the brand information. 

entrée version 4 has built into it a
database of over 600 brands with their
logos and URLs.

The brands database is accessible
through the Add and Edit features in the
Brand Maintenance dialog.

· Brands Update Utility Option
During the process to update to version 4 you
will have the option to automatically install the
brand logos and URLs for the brands already in
your system. 

The information in the NECS reference database for brands will grow over time as NECS adds information for
new brands. 
 

 Brand Sales for “Breakstone” using the system default dashboard configuration. 
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2.4 Class Dashboard
To access the Class Sales
dashboard first locate the item
and click the Dashboard button.

Class only has a Sales
dashboard. 

 Class Sales for "Cheese” using the system default configuration for the class.
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2.5 Customer Dashboard
To access the Customer dashboards first locate the desired customer in Customer  Maintenance. Then click
the Dashboard button to make a selection from the drop down menu. 

 The Customer Maintenance dashboards are:
§ Sales
§ Payments
§ Compare Sales 
§ Returns
§ Short Ships
§ Backorders

 Customer Compare Sales
In this dashboard the Sales diff. % column for the selected year and the two past years will show you the
growth percent in green with an up arrow or the shrinkage in red with a down arrow so you can quickly see
the customer sales comparisons. 
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 Customer Sales with Invoice Number
In the system default dashboard configuration for Customer Sales you will see the sales by Invoice Month with
the monthly totals for that customer.
Below we added the Invoice No. field to the row area to add a second group to the analysis. The invoice data
enabled the display of information in the Items Tab of the diagram area below when an Invoice was selected. 

· Diagram Area Controls Overview
Once the Items Tab has data to display a few tools to manage the data in the diagram area are enabled. 

These tools are:

· Drag a column header here to group by that column.

· Click here to show/hide/move columns. 

Some examples follow.
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 Customer Payments
· Drag a column header here to group by that column  
Drag any field from the columns listed in the diagram area to the gray drag to bar (outlined in red in Customer
Payments above) to group by that column. In the dashboard diagram area above the Invoice Date field was
dragged to the gray bar to group the Header tab data.

· Click here to show/hide/move columns  

§ Click the icon to open the drop down list of
columns in the diagram area (outlined in red on
the right) . 
§ Check columns to add them to the column list
§ Uncheck columns to remove the column from

display
§ Drag columns to new positions in the column

list to move them.
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Header Tab  
When item 10532 Rack Of Pork is selected, in the Customer Sales By Item dashboard on the following page,
you can click the Header Tab in the diagram area to reveal the sales header details for that item as shown
below.

 Customer Sales By Item
Shown here is a configuration for Sales by Item. You are encouraged to customize the analysis to fit your
business model.
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 Customer Sales By Item with a Custom Configuration
You can access the configurations saved for a dashboard in the drop down menu in the top of the screen on
the far right (outlined in red). In this example the saved configuration “Customer Items By Invoice”, discussed
previously in Managing Dashboard Configurations, was applied to the dashboard. 

Items Tab
If there is a set default configuration it will automatically be loaded and applied to the dashboard
data when it opens. Once the Invoice No. field was added to the row area on the left individual invoices were
listed and the Items Tab now had data to display.

Invoice 231312D was selected and then the Items Tab in the lower section of the screen was clicked in the
diagram area. Now the tab shows the items on that invoice with the item details as shown in our example.
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 Customer Returns
Here you will see the record of returns from each of your customers. You can use this dashboard to quickly
identify any patterns or recurring problems with a customer. Columns are grouped using the Return Reason
codes built into the entrée system.

 Customer Short Ships
Here you see the Short Sales Lost and the Short GP Lost columns will quickly tell you where the potential
sales from the customer were lost. This dashboard will help you find patterns where possibly the same item
caused lost sales with many customers. Click the + plus sign and expand the list to see what items were
involved in the lost sales.
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2.6 Vendor Dashboard
The Vendor Maintenance dashboards menu includes:  

· Purchases

· Payments

The system default dashboard configurations for Vendor Purchases and Vendor payments are shown below. 

 Vendor Purchases Dashboard
With this dashboard it is fast and easy to keep track of your purchases from the many vendors you deal with
on a daily basis.

 Vendor Payments Dashboard
It is important to manage and monitor your cash flow. The Vendor Payments dashboard allows you to verify
payments to avoid double payments and other mistakes.
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2.7 Salesperson Dashboard
To access the Salesperson dashboard first find the desired salesperson in Salesperson / Broker Maintenance.
Then click the Dashboard button to make a selection from the drop down menu. 

The Salesperson / Broker Maintenance dashboards are:
· Sales

· Sales by Item

· Compare Sales by Years

 Salesperson Sales Dashboard
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 Salesperson Sales By Item
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 Salesperson Compare Sales By Years
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2.8 Summary Dashboards
In V4.0.38 the new Summary Dashboard feature was implemented for Inventory, Customer and Vendor File

Maintenance. This dashboard allows you to examine up to 25 years of history data from the ARSUMRY table.

· The Summary Dashboards can be accessed via the main Dashboards ribbon menu using the Inventory,
Customer and Vendor sub-menus. 

Dashboard Ribbon Customer Menu Dashboard Ribbon Inventory Menu

Dashboard Ribbon Vendor Menu · The Summary Dashboards can also be accessed
using the Dashboards menu in the Inventory File,
Customer File and Vendor File Maintenance screens.
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· The new Source for Categories feature has been added to dashboards in the Chart Options menu. 

This menu feature allows you to direct
the dashboard processes to only use
the data in the rows or columns you
have highlighted to generate the
summary chart.

 Be aware that some chart styles, like Stacked Area, may not provide you with a chart that

has a meaningful comparison of the data. Some experimentation may be required to work with this new feature

and various chart styles. 

The Rows and Columns options in the menu allow you to switch the graph data source category for the

horizontal x-axis in the chart. The vertical y-axis will reflect the range of data values for the selected data

comparison.

 Summary Dashboards Source for Categories Options 
· First the 2011 and 2012 columns were highlighted and the Columns option selected in the menu.
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· The first chart was generated for Columns and  used the selected column’s headers as the x-axis
categories. 

The result was a comparison of the Summary data for the years 2011 and 2012 with a column for each month. 

(Note: The two charts below were edited to remove some columns to fit on the page.)

· Using the same data when the Rows option is selected the months are the x-axis categories. 

The years 2011 and 2012 are the yellow and blue columns in the chart for each month.
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 Summary Dashboard with Invalid Anaylysis 
This is an example of a Summary Dashboard for Customer Summary Sales that provided no real
analysis of the sales data because of the choices made for the Source for Categories (columns)
and the Type of Chart generated (Stacked Area).

As you can see below the data for the two years selected, 2011 and 2012, is not compared
properly so there is no analysis just a meaningless stack of data.

So be aware that your Summary Dashboard choices can impact whether you get a valid analysis
generated.
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